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Abstract. Quantity Based Aggregation (QBA) control is a subject that is closely related to inference
control in databases. The goal is to enforce k out of n disclosure control. In this paper we work on QBA
problems in the context of cadastral databases: how to prevent a user from knowing 1) the owners of
all parcels in a region, and 2) all parcels belonging to the same owner. This work combines and extends
our previous work on the subject [AGC13; AGC14a; AGC14b]. We overview the legislative context
surrounding cadastral databases. We give important definitions related to the QBA concept. We present
a complete model for QBA control in cadastral databases. We show how to implement the security
policy efficiently, and we present our prototype of secure cadastral databases with some performance
evaluations.
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The inference problem [JM95; FJ02; Dwy09; Fri+11] in databases [DH96; YL98; CW05; Sta03; CC08;
TFE10], privacy preserving data publishing [Swe02; Mac+07; LLV07] and mining [Dwo06; Dua09]
(and other domains [YTM07; SGZ07; AC09; DBS09]) has been heavily studied in the last couple
of decades. The inference problem arises whenever (partial or complete) knowledge about some
classified information can be derived (inferred, deduced) using unclassified information. In this work
we address a problem that is very close to the inference problem and usually discussed with it: the
aggregation problem. Actually, we are interested in a very special type of aggregation problems, called
quantity-based aggregation problems (QBA henceforth).
QBA problems were, most probably, distinguished from inference and other aggregation problems
for the first time in the work of Hinke [Hin88], under the name “cardinality aggregation". Lunt [Lun89]
analyzed inference and aggregation problems and showed the difference between them. She coined the
term quantity-based aggregation, and she gave the following example to illustrate QBA: suppose that
there is a phonebook of n phone entries, where a user has the right to know k entries—at most—out of
n; the goal of QBA control is to enforce this “k out of n" disclosure control.
The abovementioned example is known in the literature as the NSA (National Security Agency) or
the SGA (Secretive Government Agency) phonebook problem. After reviewing the literature, it seems
like the problem has not been addressed fully. The only work we are aware of, treating QBA directly, is
that of Motro, Marks and Jajodia [MMJ94; MMJ96] two decades ago. In a previous paper [AGC13]
we addressed two QBA problems in the context of cadastral databases. In fact, we proposed a solution
to enforce the following security policy: in the cadastral database, any user has the right to know
the owner’s name of any given parcel. However, this permission is constrained with the following
prohibitions that represent two QBA problems: the user is forbidden to know:
Pr1: the list of all parcels in a region,
Pr2: the list of all parcels belonging to the same family.
In [AGC13] we presented our model and an implementation based on graphs. However, this
implementation was inefficient (for reasons we present in Section 9.1). In [AGC14a] we proposed an
alternative implementation (using the relational model) and we showed empirically that the execution
time of our QBA control algorithm grows linearly with respect to the number of users of the database;
we tackled Pr1 only, and presented our prototype demonstrating this prohibition on the cadastral
database of the island of Maupiti, a test database provided to us by the real-estate service of French
Polynesia. This work aims to synthesize and extend all of our previous work on QBA in cadastral
databases. Moreover, we include results of experiments comparing the basic model [AGC13; AGC14a]
to the extension [AGC14b] that was developed to improve the availability of the data while preserving
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their confidentiality.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the legislative context, discussing current
policies regarding online publication of cadastral data in different countries including French Polynesia.
Section 3 gives some preliminary definitions that help identifying different types of aggregation
problems, and distinguishing them from inference problems. Section 4 gives details about QBA problems
in the cadastral application: the security policy and some aggregation properties that should be
enforced to implement both Pr1 and Pr2. Section 5 talks about additional aspects that should be
taken into account while enforcing QBA: database updates, resetting access, and inference channels
that could arise from QBA enforcement itself. Section 6 talks about some recommendations that
should be considered for the choice of different parameters of our model. Section 7 talks about the
application of QBA control to the French Polynesian cadaster, discussing the desired workflow and
authentication. Section 8 presents the prototype developed to implement Pr1. Section 9 presents
performance benchmarks for the enforcement of Pr1 comparing the base model [AGC13; AGC14a]
with the new one [AGC14b]. Section 10 gives a review of related work in both inference control and
QBA control. Finally, Section 11 concludes this paper.
2 Legislative context
After investigating the state of some online cadastral applications, we will give a couple of examples
from different countries reflecting the legal point of view on the publication of parcel ownership
information. We will also explain the French point of view on the subject and the case of French
Polynesia motivating this work.
Access to the Spanish [CV13] cadaster is provided through a mapping interface built with Google
Maps. Parcel ownership information is considered sensitive and it is not available to the public1. Land
owners form a different level of users (more privileged than the public) and they are granted access to
all information related to their own properties if they provide a valid X509 certificate associated with
their national electronic ID.
Similarly, the Belgian cadaster is available online for the public 2, and ownership information is
considered sensitive, thus prohibited. Using their national electronic ID, authenticated users can access
through another website3 to information related to their own parcels only.
In Croatia, parcel ownership information is public. Users can access the online website4 where
they can submit a query on any parcel and get a list of information related to the parcel, including






deed ID (using simple rudimentary lists). The query interface is protected against repeated automatic
querying/scrapping/crawling.
Similarly, the state of Montana, US, considers land ownership as public information and they
provide the cadaster for online browsing through a mapping interface5. Access to cadastral data in the
US depends on state-level legislation.
Canada publishes its cadaster freely 6. No ownership information is present, but all parcels can be
downloaded as vector data (shapefiles) from an FTP site, after agreeing on a user-license agreement.
In France, the cadaster is available through a mapping interface7, however, only land boundaries
are available to the public. This is due to the CNIL 8 recommendation [09] where it is stated that 9 “the
diffusion of any identifying information (directly or indirectly) on interactive terminals or public websites
entails the risk of using this information for other purposes, including commercial, without the concerned
people’s consent.”
However, the Cada 10 indicates that “punctual demands” of cadastral excerpts are allowed [13].
Furthermore, cadastral excerpts may contain the name of land owners, but no other identifying
information such as their national ID or their address. The frequency of demands and the number of
parcels requested should be analyzed to ensure that these demands do not infringe the principle of
free communication of cadastral documents. There is no clear definition of “punctual demands” and it
is subject to various interpretations, therefore the Cada recommends a restrictive interpretation of the
term.
French Polynesia is an overseas territory of France, where the recommendations of the CNIL and
Cada are applicable. Currently, the punctuality of demands issued by citizens is ensured by employees
of the real-estate service of French Polynesia when they are physically present at their desks (which is
also the current situation in France). The work presented here is a requirement of the IT service of
French Polynesia expressing their interpretation of the recommendations of both CNIL and Cada in
order to provide the same facilities offered by the real estate service through the internet: a user should
have access to the ownership information of any parcel, at random, but s/he is not allowed to exploit
the service for commercial ends (or social, etc.) This interpretation is the foundation of prohibitions




8Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés. An independent administrative authority whose mission is to
ensure that information technology is at the service of citizens and does not undermine human identity, rights, private life, or
individual and public liberties.
9Translated from its original language, French, by the authors.
10Commission d’accès aux documents administratifs. An independent administrative authority responsible for ensuring
freedom of access to administrative documents.
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3 Definitions
In this section we give a set of definitions (relying on earlier work described in Section 10) that helps
identifying inference, aggregation and QBA problems:
Definition 1 [Inference problem] The inference problem arises whenever a collection of information can be
used to derive (infer, deduce) partial or complete knowledge about information stored in the database and
classified higher than the classification of each subset of the collection. This collection forms an inference
channel. Inference control is a mechanism used to eliminate inference channels and prevent users from
performing inferences.
To illustrate an inference problem, let us consider the phonebook example. A phonebook is rep-
resented by the relation PHONEBOOK (NAME, TEL, DEPT) where the classifications of NAME and
TEL (say, UNCLASSIFIED) are lower than that of DEPT (say, CONFIDENTIAL). A user with an UN-
CLASSIFIED clearance can access both NAME and TEL, and naturally DEPT is prohibited. However, if
we consider that TEL depends on DEPT (e.g. one telephone per department, or numbers of the same
department have the same suffix, etc. ), then a user can infer, using NAME + TEL, to which department
a given employee is affiliated, or even the list of employees who work in the same department.
Notice that the definition of the inference problem does not specify the source(s) of information
in the collection. They could be partially derived from the database as in the inference from external
knowledge, where a user combines his a priori knowledge with partial knowledge acquired from objects
(that s/he has the appropriate clearance to read) of the database to conduct an inference, hence deduce
sensitive information.
Definition 2 [General Aggregation problem] The general aggregation problem arises whenever the classifi-
cation of a set S of k items in the database, is higher than the classification of each subset of S. Aggregation
control is a mechanism used to prevent users from performing unauthorized aggregations.
To illustrate general aggregation problems, let us consider 3 phone entries: A, B and C labeled
SECRET (each). The aggregation of A and B is labeled TOP SECRET while the aggregation of A and
C is labeled SECRET. A user with a SECRET clearance level should not access the aggregate A+ B but
s/he can access A+ C.
Definition 3 [QBA problem] The QBA problem arises whenever the classification of more than k out of n
items of a set S in the database is higher than the classification of that of k or less items. QBA control is a
mechanism used to prevent users from aggregating more than k out of n items.
Indeed, a QBA problem arises when a user has the right to query any subset of the phonebook
relation (of size n), under the condition that the size of the queried subset does not exceed k (where
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k < n). The key difference between Definitions 2 and 3 is that the former does not take into account
the quantity of aggregated entries. If we apply these definitions to works found in the literature, we
find that inferences from dependencies on schema and data [e.g. YL98; YTM07; CC08], or inferences
from external knowledge [e.g. SGZ07] or denial of access [e.g. SJ92] fall under Definition 1. The
Chinese-Wall policy [e.g. BN; Mea90] falls under Definition 2 where the role of the policy is preventing
a user from aggregating data from the same conflict of interest class, while the phonebook problem
as presented by Hinke [Hin88] and Lunt [Lun89], and both aggregation problems of the cadastral
database—that we will define in the next section—fall under Definition 3.
4 QBA Problems in the Cadastral Database
In the following, we will define the security policy and how to enforce it. Section 4.1 introduces the
prohibitions that we need to enforce.
In Section 4.2, we will talk about the enforcement of the first prohibition, Pr1. We will introduce the
notions of a zone, dominant zone, and z-region . Then we will talk about collusion resistance, which is
a desired property of QBA control, intended to prevent multiple malicious users from collaborating
and circumventing the security policy. We will talk about x-collusion resistance, a scheme set up to
prevent x users from colluding on a dominant zone, and (x, y, z)-collusion resistance, a less restrictive
scheme set up to prevent x users from colluding on y z-regions.
Finally, in Section 4.3, we will show how we can enforce the second prohibition, Pr2, by adapting
the ideas developed in the previous section, due to the similarity of Pr1 and Pr2.
4.1 Security Policy
A cadastral database is a geographical database used to manage parcels of a country, state, municipality,
etc. Parcels are pieces of land represented in the database by geo-referenced polygons. In addition to
their geometric representation, parcels are associated with information like mutation history, taxation,
and most importantly ownership information. Currently, access to the cadastral database in French
Polynesia is limited to employees of the real-estate service, notaries, and surveyors. The IT department
of French Polynesia wishes to make this database available online and apply the following Security
Policy: citizens (parcel owners or not) can access ownership information of any parcel through a
“point-and-click" mapping interface (similar to Google Maps or Bing Maps). However, this access is
limited by the following prohibitions:
Pr1: A user cannot get the list of all owners in a geographical region.
Pr2: A user cannot get the list of all parcels belonging to the same legal entity (e.g. family).
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Table 1: Table of Symbols
Symbol Definition
α the estimated growth rate of a zone
β the estimated background knowledge of a user
ρo1,o2 a social relation between the owners o1, o2
di the number of disclosed parcels in a zone Zi; kh < di < kl
ydp the number of dominant zones where a user p. 15
reads more than kl parcels in a z-region
dist the shortest distance between two nodes in a graph
disto1,o2 the social distance between the owners o1, o2
distsocial the social distance between the owners of two parcels equation 11, p. 15
D(p) dominant zones of p equation 3, p. 10
D(p) dominant zones containing p equation 4, p. 10
G(V, E) A graph G where G(V) and G(E) are the set of vertices
and edges, respectively.
kh the high, strict, threshold of disclosable parcels in a zone for (x, y, z)-collusion
resistance
ki the maximum number of disclosable parcels in a zone Zi
kl the low threshold of disclosable parcels in a zone. for (x, y, z)-collusion
resistance
mp the cardinality of a z-region R(p, z)
ni the cardinality of a zone Zi
N(p) open neighborhood of p
N(p, z) the neighbors of p of degree 6 z equation 8, p. 13
Nsocial(p, z) the neighbors of the owners of p of degree 6 z equation 12, p. 16
o an owner; o ∈ O
O(p) the set of owners of a parcel p
p a parcel; p ∈ P
R(p, z) the z-region of a parcel p equation 9, p. 13
t the number of parcels accessed since T ′ > T
T the global clock tick rate
x the number of colluders
y the number of zones in a z-region where a user is not a
potential colluder
z the size of the z-region considered for collusion resistance
Zi a zone
Z(p) zone of p; Z(p) = N[p] the closed neighborhood of p equation 1, p. 10
Z(p) zones containing p equation 2, p. 10
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It should be obvious by now that both Pr1 and Pr2 are two separate QBA problems. Indeed, we
have the following analogies:
• The list of owners of a given region is analogous to a phonebook (Pr1).
• The list of parcels of a given family is analogous to a phonebook (Pr2).
• The association between a parcel and an owner is analogous to a phonebook entry.
In the following sections we will show how we enforce Pr1 and Pr2.
4.2 Enforcing Pr1
The first challenge is to properly interpret the term “region." The obvious (and naive) solution is
to consider that one administrative region is equivalent to a region. This is the static definition
of a region, but it is inaccurate: Which resolution is considered optimal? Is a municipality too big?
Is a neighborhood too small? Should we mix resolutions? If we choose, for the sake of argument, a
neighborhood as our definition for a region, and we gave all users the right to access k out of n parcels
for every neighborhood, then a malicious user can exploit the fact that regions are static, and attack a
“geographical space" falling on the shared borders of two neighboring regions, thus knowing the owners
of that “geographical space" that s/he considers a region.
One should understand that people’s perception of a region is dynamic itself. Moreover, every
person has multiple definitions of regions, and they are all based on personal interest; it could be
economical, social, or even contextual (e.g. a region that has been featured in the news). For example,
Alice finds that the beach strip is interesting because she works at a construction agency seeking a spot
for its new hotel; Bob finds a remote house on the hill interesting because he wants to buy it with the
part of the hill facing the sea; Charlie is interested by the economical section of the city because he
wants to invest in real-estate while on a tight budget; etc. In all of those cases, there is a non-negligible
chance that the user’s region of interest is distributed between multiple connected static regions.
Therefore we need a definition of a “region" that overcomes both problems: it needs to be resolution
independent and dynamic, elastic, so that it can adapt to the human’s perception of a region, regardless
of the previously mentioned subjective interest.
In order to achieve such a definition, it is crucial to view the cadastral database as a planar graph.
Let P be the set of parcels in the cadastral database and δ(., .) a function that returns the minimal
euclidean distance between two parcels. We create a graph G(V, E) where G(V) = P, while G(E) is
defined as follows: two parcels are neighbors in the graph if they touch each other, or if they are
separated by a maximal distance τ. Formally, G(E) = {(p, q) : p, q ∈ G(V), p 6= q, 0 6 δ(p, q) 6 τ} for a
given τ ∈ R>0. We could select τ = 0, i.e. only parcels touching each other, however parcels which are
separated by thin boundaries, like rivers or roads, require a value of τ greater than 0 to be considered
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as neighbors. We consider that “isolated" parcels, i.e. parcels that do not have neighbors in the range τ,
do not fall within the scope of Pr1: access to these parcels is granted automatically.
Definition 4 [Zone] A zone of a parcel p, Z(p), is the set of parcels formed by p itself and all of its
neighbors. Formally:
Z(p) = {p} ∪N(p) (1)
where N(.) is the open neighborhood of a vertex in a graph G(V, E) defined as N(v) = {u : (u, v) ∈ E}. In
graph theoretic terms, Z(p) is the closed neighborhood of p, classically denoted by N[p]. A zone is the
smallest region that could be modeled; every parcel belongs to its proper zone and the zone of every
direct neighbor.
Figure 1a shows a graph for Pr1 representing part of the cadastral database where parcel 1 touches
{2, 3, 8}, parcel 4 touches {5}, parcel 7 touches {3, 5, 6, 8}, etc. Note that every parcel belongs to its proper
zone and to every zone formed by every neighboring parcel. Formally, we denote Z(p) the set of zones
containing a parcel p:
Z(p) = {Z(q) : q ∈ Z(p)} (2)
(a) A graph for Pr1 (b) A graph for Pr2
Figure 1: Different graphs for the same part of the cadastral database
Definition 5 [Dominant Zone] A dominant zone of a parcel p is a zone containing p having the highest
cardinality. A parcel can have multiple dominant zones. The set of dominant zones of p, D(p), is defined as
follows:
D(p) = {Zi ∈ Z(p) : |Zi| = max
Zj∈Z(p)
(|Zj|)} (3)
We denote ni = |Zi| the cardinality of a dominant zone Zi ∈ D(p). Note that a parcel belongs to its
proper dominant zones and some of the dominant zones of its neighbors. We denote D(p) the set of
dominant zones containing p, and define it as follows:
D(p) = {Zi ∈ D(q) : q ∈ Z(p), p ∈ Zi} (4)
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Let D = {Zi ∈ D(p) : p ∈ P} be the set of all dominant zones. A user has the right to know the
ownership of any parcel belonging to any dominant zone Zi ∈ D. The Aggregation Control Property
is: for all dominant zones, the number of disclosed parcels for any user, ki, should always be strictly
lower than ni. Formally:
∀Zi ∈ D, 0 < ki < ni (5)
Satisfying the Aggregation Control Property, namely preventing a user from accessing all parcels in a
dominant zone, implies the satisfaction of the security policy and effectively preventing this user from
acquiring the knowledge of all owners in any region of any size. Note that in a previous work [AGC14a]
we defined the Aggregation Control Property on zones. Section 9.1 explains why we decided to define
the Aggregation Control Property on dominant zones instead of zones.
Enforcing QBA control is simple: when a user requests a parcel p, the algorithm should make sure
that the number of disclosed parcels ki is strictly lower than ni, ∀Zi ∈ D(p). If this condition is satisfied,
access is granted; otherwise, access is denied.
This is sufficient if we consider a single user accessing the cadastral database in isolation. For
example, if two users are accessing a dominant zone where ki = ni − 1, none of them can get the
ownership information of all parcels in that dominant zone, however, they could collaborate and
combine their knowledge to bypass the limit ki. Therefore 0 < ki < ni expressed in Equation 5 is a
necessary but not sufficient condition in real-world applications where collaborating users form an
actual threat to the security of the application.
This collaboration is called “collusion." The Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines collusion11
as “[a] secret agreement or cooperation especially for an illegal or deceitful purpose.” In our context, the
illegal or deceitful purpose is to access a complete dominant zone. Therefore a collusion happens when
x users secretly agree or cooperate to access a given dominant zone. An important property that should
be satisfied by QBA control is collusion resistance.
Definition 6 [x-collusion] We say that x users collude to reconstruct all entries in a dominant zone if the
union of accessed parcels by those x users covers the complete dominant zone.
A QBA control mechanism is x-collusion resistant if x or fewer users cannot reconstruct a complete dom-
inant zone. To achieve x-collusion resistance the Aggregation Control Property should be extended
to:
∀Zi ∈ D, ki =

dni/xe− 1 if ni > x > 1
1 otherwise
(6)
This way, x users are guaranteed to never collude and reconstruct a complete dominant zone even
if those x users accessed disjoint subsets of Zi.
11http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/collusion
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Now we should analyze x-collusion resistant QBA control. In fact, we should evaluate the effect
of the variation in the size of dominant zones. Since we proposed a solution to achieve x-collusion
resistance that relies on ni, and ni is variable due to the dynamic nature of the database (deletions,
insertions, and divisions of existing parcels), then we should see which values would vary with respect
to ni.
We need to know if x is fixed or if it is a function of ni. Let us consider the set of all m = |D|
dominant zones under x-collusion resistance. If x has the same value for all dominant zones, then x
or fewer users are guaranteed not to collude on all m dominant zones. If the security administrator
sets for dominant zones Z1, Z2 . . . Zm different values x1, x2 . . . xm then a coalition of xc users, where
min(x1, x2 . . . xm) < xc < max(x1, x2 . . . xm) can collude to reconstruct all dominant zones with xb-
collusion resistance such as xb 6 xc. Therefore, we recommend setting a single value of x-collusion
resistance to all zones.
Since ni is the number of parcels in a dominant zone Zi and x should be fixed, ki, the number of
parcels that can be disclosed, will vary with respect to ni:
1. If ki increases then users have access to more parcels. This means that users might collude to
reconstruct the previous dominant zone Zi before it expanded. From a security point of view this
means that the previous zone has been “declassified." If we wish to avoid this situation then the
only solution would be enforcing smaller values of ki:
∀Zi ∈ D, α ∈ N+, ki =

dni/xe− α if α < dni/xe
1 otherwise
(7)
With α carefully chosen, expanding dominant zones do not allow colluding users to reconstruct
today information that was considered as sensitive yesterday.
2. If ki decreases to a new value k′i, then users who have already accessed more than k
′
i parcels
might collude to reconstruct the new dominant zone Z′i. Here also, computing smaller values of
ki (i.e. choosing a proper value for α) would eliminate this security threat.
The drawback of x-collusion resistance is that it assumes that all users are potential colluders on all
dominant zones. In practice this assumption is somewhat too strong and may lead the QBA control
mechanism to detect too many false positives. Another type of collusion resistance is needed where a
user is assumed to be a potential colluder if his/her querying behavior is suspicious. This new type
should take into account the main idea behind Pr1, while relaxing the assumption on colluding users:
recall that Pr1 states that “a user cannot get the list of all owners in a geographical region.” Therefore,
a group of users should be considered as potential colluders if they are trying to attack a region, the
more general concept of a zone.
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The more general concept of a zone of a parcel p is the z-region of p, which is made of the zones of
the neighbors of p of degree z. We will first define the degree of neighborship between two parcels, then
we will define the z-region which uses the of degree of neighborship, and finally we will define the new
collusion resistance which uses z-regions.
Definition 7 [Degree of Neighborship] If the shortest path between two nodes p and q in a graph is
dist(p, q) = z, then it is said that p is the neighbor of degree z of q and vice versa. The set of neighbors of
degree z of a node p, N(p, z), is defined as follows:
N(p, z) = {q ∈ P : dist(p, q) = z, z ∈ N} (8)
Obviously, N(p, 0) = {p}, N(p, 1) = N(p), and Z(p) = N[p] = N(p, 0) ∪ N(p, 1). Now that we have
defined what we mean by degree of neighborship, we are ready to introduce z-regions.
Definition 8 [z-region] The z-region of a parcel p, R(p, z), is a set formed by the dominant zones of p and
the dominant zones of neighbors of p of degree 6 z. Formally:




The cardinality of a z-region R(p, z) of a parcel p is mp = |R(p, z)|. Now that we have defined
z-regions, we can use it to define (x, y, z)-collusion resistance, a less restrictive collusion resistance than
x-collusion resistance.
Definition 9 [(x, y, z)-collusion] We say that x users collude to reconstruct y dominant zones in a z-region
if the union of accessed parcels by those x users covers those y complete dominant zones.
The idea behind (x, y, z)-collusion resistance is that as long as users cannot reconstruct more than y
dominant zones in a given region R(p, z) then they should not be considered as colluders. As soon as
these users can reconstruct y dominant zones in R(p, z) then the x-collusion resistance scheme should
be applied on the remaining mp − y dominant zones.
To achieve (x, y, z)-collusion resistance, we should be able to partition the set of dominant zones of
a z-region R(p, z) into two distinctive sets:
1. The set of dominant zones where x-collusion resistance is not enforced, R ′, |R ′| = y < mp; i.e. for
the first y dominant zones, we don’t consider that a user is behaving suspiciously, thus we don’t
consider her/him as a potential colluder.
2. The set of dominant zones where x-collusion resistance is enforced according to equation 7, R ′′,
|R ′′| = mp − y; i.e. for the remaining mp − y dominant zones, we consider that a user is behaving
suspiciously, thus we consider her/him as a potential colluder.
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Formally, the Aggregation Control Property should be extended to:
∀p ∈ P, ∀Zi ∈ R(p, z), α ∈ N+,
∃R = {R ′, R ′′} a partition of R(p, z) where |R ′| 6 y, and
ki =

ni − α if α < ni and Zi ∈ R ′
dni/xe− α if α < dni/xe and Zi ∈ R ′′
1 otherwise
(10)
It is useful to think about the threshold k of a dominant zone as taking two distinct forms: kh (read
K HIGH) and kl (read K LOW), where kh > kl. The security administrator sets kh according to the
first (or third) case in equation 10, and kl is determined by the required level of x-collusion resistance
as defined in the second (or third) case in equation 10. Let di be the number of disclosed parcels in a
dominant zone Zi for a given user. All users have the right to access kl < di 6 kh entries in y dominant
zones, at most, in any R(p, z), after which s/he is considered a potential colluder. For the remaining
mp − y dominant zones s/he has the right to access kl entries at most. The number of dominant zones
where a user reads more than kl parcels in a z-region is ydp = |{Zi ∈ R(p, z) : kli < di 6 khi }|; ydp is
always less than or equal to y.
Algorithm 1 shows how to enforce QBA control with (x, y, z)-collusion resistance when a user
requests a parcel p. The algorithm has 4 main steps:
1. Check if the user has already accessed p. If it is the case, then we return the requested owners
and the process terminates (lines 1-2). If not, execute step 2.
2. Check if the disclosure of p would make the number of disclosed parcels of any dominant zone
containing p exceed the maximal allowed limit kh. If it is the case, then access is denied and the
process terminates (lines 3-4). If not, execute step 3.
3. Check if the disclosure of p would make the number of dominant zones in all z-regions containing
p, that exceed the lower limit kl, stays less than the allowed limit y. If it is the case, access is
denied and the process terminates (lines 5-13). If not, access is granted, and the final step is
executed.
4. Put p in the user history, update all counters, and finally return the owners of p (lines 14-18).
Note that this algorithm performs a Breadth-First traversal (BFS) on line 7:
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Algorithm 1: QBA Enforcement Algorithm
Input : p, y, z
Output: owners
1 owners = GetFromUserHistory(p)
2 if owners 6= ∅ then return owners
3 maxed = {Zi ∈ D(p) : di = khi }
4 if maxed 6= ∅ then return ∅
5 potential = {q : q ∈ Z(p) ∩ Zi, Zi ∈ D(p), di = kli }
6 for all q ∈ potential do
7 for all r ∈ N(q,z) do
8 if ydr = y then
9 Rollback All Modifications
10 return ∅




15 for all Zi ∈ D(p) do




The basic idea for enforcing Pr2 is to use the scheme we developed for Pr1 in the previous section
by only modifying the definition of the graph. Let O be the set of all owners, and O(p) the set of
owners of a parcel p. We create a graph G(V, E) where G(V) = P as in Pr1, while G(E) is defined as
follows: two parcels are considered neighbors in the graph if they belong to the same owner. Formally,
G(E) = {(p, q) : p, q ∈ G(V), p 6= q,O(p) ∩O(q) 6= ∅}. In such a graph, vertices belonging to the same
owner are all interconnected, forming a complete graph.
For instance, Figure 1b shows a graph for Pr2 representing part of a cadastral database (the same
part as in Figure 1a), where parcels {1, 2, 8} are owned by Joe, {4, 5, 6, 7} are owned by Elissa, and {3, 5}
are owned by Lucy. Notice that parcel 5 has two owners, namely Elissa and Lucy.
It is clear that a zone, as presented in Definition 4, depends only on the graph: for Pr1, the zone of
a parcel p is p and the set of parcels touching, or located at a given distance from p; for Pr2, the zone
of a parcel p is p and the set of parcels owned by the same owner. The dominant zone of a parcel p is
the zone containing p having the highest cardinality, i.e. the owner that owns the highest number of
parcels.
For x-collusion resistance to hold, the Aggregation Control Property should conform with equa-
tions 7. To achieve (x, y, z)-collusion resistance, we define a distance function distsocial as follows:
distsocial : V
2 → N (11)
distsocial returns the smallest social distance between the owners of 2 parcels according to some social
relationship (e.g. father, grand-child, etc.)
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distsocial is intentionally loosely defined because it depends on the actual social relationships
present in the database. For example, if we have a database associating for each tuple of owners (o1, o2)
a social relation ρo1,o2 ∈ {parentChild}, where parentChild is transitive and commutative, then how
do we decide on disto1,o2 , the distance that separates two owners? We have two options:
1. disto1,o2 ≡ d, the “classical" distance function in a graph, if the transitivity and commutativity
properties of parentChild are not important.
2. disto1,o2 ≡ parentChild if the transitivity and commutativity properties of parentChild are
important.
Notice that the first definition of disto1,o2 is less restrictive that the second definition. Now that we
know what are our options when it comes to measuring the social distance separating two owners, we
need to think about distsocial, the social distance that separates the owners of two parcels. Obviously,
a parcel p can have multiple owners. So the question is how do we determine the distance separating
two sets of owners O1 and O2, given distoi,oj for all oi, oj ∈ O1 ∪ O2? We can select the smallest
distoi,oj . Another option would be the median distance. But of course these are not the only options.
In a more realistic scenario, there would be a bigger and more accurate set of relationships
(e.g. {child, parent,married, employer, classMate, aquaintance}) each one of them having its own
properties, in addition to a set of rules governing them (as in the case of ontologies), which makes the
choice of distsocial highly dependent on the analysis of the knowledge base.
distsocial is essential to the definition of the degree of neighborship in Pr2:
Definition 10 [Degree of Social Neighborship] If the shortest social path between two nodes p and q in
a graph is z, then it is said that p is the neighbor of degree z of q and vice versa. The set of neighbors of
degree z of a node p, Nsocial(p, z), is defined as follows:
Nsocial(p, z) = {q ∈ P : distsocial(p, q) = z, z ∈ N} (12)
Which means that in order to enforce (x, y, z)-collusion resistance all we need to do is to substitute
N(p, z) by Nsocial(p, z) in the definition of a z-region of Equation 9 as follows:




Similarly to Pr1, and in order to support (x, y, z)-collusion resistance, k should be split into 2
variables: kh (read K HIGH) and kl (read K LOW). Note that we consider that “isolated" parcels, i.e.
a parcel belonging to a single owner who himself does not own other parcels, do not fall within the
scope of Pr2: access to these parcels is granted automatically.
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5 Additional Aspects
In this section, we will discuss aspects of the enforcement of QBA that should be taken into consideration,
namely updates, resetting access, and potential inference channels.
In Section 5.1, we will discuss 2 kinds of updates, joining and splitting, that can be performed on
cadastral data, which can lead to potential security issues. We will also show how to handle these
operations.
In Section 5.2, we will tackle the issue of access reset: in fact, cadastral data do not mutate that
often, which means that if a user gets blocked from accessing a region, s/he will be blocked indefinitely,
which can be inconvenient. We present a scheme to reset access history over time to prevent such
bottlenecks.
And finally, in Section 5.3, we discuss potential inference channels that could arise from the
enforcement of QBA itself.
5.1 Handling Updates
Four cadastral operations (called mutations) are performed daily on the database:
1. Buy and Sell: a parcel’s ownership is transferred from its original owner to a new person, affecting
the topology of the graph in Pr2 only;
2. Merge and Split: two or more parcels are merged (split) into a single parcel (multiple parcels),
affecting the topology of the graph in Pr1 and Pr2.
In the following, we will show how to handle mutations for Pr1 and Pr2 (Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2
respectively).
5.1.1 Mutations in Pr1
The first operation we want to address is a Buy/Sell of a parcel p. It is an operation that changes the
owner of p, therefore all users should have the opportunity of accessing this parcel and knowing its
new owner. Intuitively, the solution should be the erasure of all access history to guarantee equal access
to all users. But let us take a look at the options we have:
1. Erase user access history of p, in this case:
(a) Users who have not queried p before a Buy/Sell will not be affected, whether they were
blocked on any dominant zone containing p or not.
(b) Users who queried p before a Buy/Sell have now the right to choose to re-query p or another
parcel in the same zone.
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i) If they were not blocked on any dominant zone containing p before the Buy/Sell, then
there is nothing to worry about, however
ii) If they were blocked on any dominant zone containing p, this erasure might give them
access to information that was previously “classified."
2. Keep user access history of p: nothing changes for any user, whether s/he queried p s/he has
been blocked on a zone containing p (before the Buy/Sell).
Notice that erasing access history does not only raise a security issue (Point 1(b)ii above), but it
is computationally costly too, because we need to remove access history from all Zi ∈ D(p) and then
compute the new value of ydp for the new z-region of p, for every user. Therefore the best strategy is
to keep access history of a parcel that have been bought/sold.
Now we should examine merging and splitting. Merging requires all parcels involved in a merger
to form a continuous geographical region: every parcel should touch at least one other parcel. Splitting
does not have this requirement. However in both cases, dominant zones that contained old parcels
will change, particularly in size (bigger, smaller or keep their size; we should remind you that all users
should have equal right of access to the new information after merger/split) which affects kl, kh, di,
and ydp.
We can merge/split access history, but this is problematic when there are dominant zones, post-
merge and post-split, that get smaller in size: di and ydp might exceed allowed limits (namely kh
and y, respectively), which requires special handling, per-user; in other words, not all users will have
equal rights of access. Erasing access history, i.e. removing access history of merged and split parcels,
is more convenient and does not induce that issue; therefore we argue for it. It is worth mentioning
that merging/splitting access history and erasing it induce another security issue in one special case:
when zones, post-merge and post-split, become bigger, users might gain access to information that
was previously “classified." The security administrator can anticipate this issue by choosing a proper
value for α (equation 10) by estimating the average change in the size of a dominant zone in her/his
cadastral database (which obviously requires running simulations on historical records). For example,
if α = 1, the administrator is not expecting the region to grow at all; if α = 2, the administrator is
taking into account that this region might grow in size sometimes in the near future (it will get bigger
by 1 parcel); if α = 3, the administrator is anticipating even more change in the near future (2 parcels
to get added to the region); etc.
Algorithm 2 shows how the update algorithm should work: the idea behind it is that we need
to prune all user history, old parcels, and old dominant zones from our database, then we need to
recompute the new dominant zones and their kl and kh counters. Once we have the new dominant
zones, we can compute the counters for the z-regions that exist, namely di and ydp for every user.
In more detail, Algorithm 2 takes 2 lists: oldParcels and newParcels. For mergers, new-
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Parcels is a single item; for splits, oldParcels is a single item. We chose to write down a single
algorithm for both for brevity. The algorithm works as follows: we first delete all user access history
pertaining to oldParcels, then we remove oldParcels and their dominant zones (lines 2 – 3).
Next we insert the newParcels and connect them to their neighbors (line 4). Now that we have
pruned the user history and added the new parcels, we should re-compute the dominant zones. We
first track the set of parcels affected by this merger/split, affectedParcels, which is naturally
the new parcels and their neighbors (line 5). We iterate through the set of affectedParcels, we
compute the new dominant zones of every parcel (line 8), during which we compute kli and khi of the
dominant zones. The dominant zones affected by the merger/split are computed while computing the
new dominant zones (line 10), and produce a set of affectedDominantZones. Now we are ready
to recompute the rest of the counters which are dependent on z-regions: we iterate through the set of
affectedDominantZones, and for every user, we perform a breadth-first traversal (with depth z)
and compute di and ydp (line 14).
Algorithm 2: Update Algorithm for Merge/Split (Pr1)
Input: oldParcels, newParcels




5 affectedParcels = newParcels ∪ neighbors
6 affectedDominantZones = ∅
7 for all p ∈ affectedParcels do
8 ComputeNewDominantZonesOf(p)
9 dz = GetListOfDominantZones(p)
10 affectedDominantZones = affectedDominantZones ∪ dz
11 end
12 for all z ∈ affectedDominantZones do




5.1.2 Mutations in Pr2
Mutation operations affect Pr2 very differently. In fact buying, selling, merging and splitting are all
equivalent. Ownership of a parcel will be transferred from one person to itself (i.e. in the case where
the resulting owners of the merger/split are the same owners of old parcels) or to other owners, and in
both cases, zones affected by these mutations will get bigger, smaller or keep their sizes. And in all
of those cases, the best solution is to erase parcel access history, for the same reasons presented for
merge/split for Pr1 in Section 5.1.1.
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5.2 Reseing Access
Another important problem of QBA enforcement is the fact that after a given period of time, when
users consume k entries from a zone, they become blocked on those k entries and the database itself
becomes of no useful value in any future interaction 12. Therefore, an appropriate resetting should be
done so that users can still use the cadastral application. For instance, if a user was blocked in a zone
Zi on ki out of ni parcels and 2 or 3 years later, s/he decides to come back and query some parcels in
the same zone s/he will still be blocked although a long period of time has passed and this user has a
legitimate need of the requested information.
By removing previously accessed parcels from the user’s history, the user gains the ability to query
other parcels in zones that would normally be blocked.
The simplest resetting scheme would use a global timer that ticks every T units of time, and removes
t parcel from the history of every user if they were accessed more than T units ago. More specifically,
on every timer tick, for every user, we collect the parcel s/he accessed at least T units of time ago. This
list is sorted from oldest to newest. We keep from that list t entries at most. Now we iterate through
this list of t parcels, and on each iteration we remove the parcel p from the user’s history and we
decrement di, ∀Zi ∈ D(p). If the new value of di is less than kli , it means that the user should no
longer be considered as a potential colluder; i.e. ydp should be decremented. If the new value of di
did not get lower than kli , the previous step is skipped, and the iteration continues until we are done
with all t elements of the collected list.
Note that we are proposing a gradual resetting scheme where, eventually, the possibility of accessing
any parcel in the database can be obtained given that the user is rarely accessing the database (i.e.
resetting all access to all parcels). The choice of the value of the threshold T is of utmost importance
from a security perspective. Big values (e.g. 3 years) might put in question the utility of the resetting
scheme, and small values (e.g. 1 hour) put in question the utility of the whole QBA control mechanism.
The security administrator should take into account how frequently the cadastral database is accessed.
Big values of T lead to more data confidentiality, while small values lead to greater data availability.
The same argument, although reversed, goes for t, the number of parcels to be released on every timer
tick: big values of t lead to more data availability, while small values lead to more confidentiality.
Other strategies could exist. For instance, there might be a need to penalize users who insist on
querying parcels that are already blocked, but the penalty should be attributed during QBA control. That
is, if a user tried to access a parcel, where access is denied for x-collusion resistance or (x, y, z)-collusion
resistance violation then the release of all neighboring parcels could be postponed for another timer
tick.
12This observation was also found in inference control, e.g. [CW05]
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5.3 Inference Channels
5.3.1 Potential Inference Channels from external knowledge
Most of the people using the cadastral application also have some external knowledge. Very often,
they know the owner’s name of some parcels from their neighborhood or their village or their families.
Because of this external knowledge, users can break Pr1 or Pr2 without being detected by the QBA
control mechanism. Dealing with external knowledge is theoretically impossible since it is simply
impossible to know what a given user knows. However, the security administrator can roughly estimate
the average level of users’ external knowledge. This estimation is expressed in the parameter β of
equation 14 which is a modification of equation 10.
∀p ∈ P, ∀Zi ∈ R(p, z), α ∈ N+, β ∈ N
∃R = {R ′, R ′′} a partition of R(p, z) where |R ′| 6 y, and
ki =

ni − (α+ β) if α+ β > ni and Zi ∈ R ′
dni/xe− α+ β if (α+ β) > dni/xe and Zi ∈ R ′′
1 otherwise
(14)
β = 0 means the users are assumed to have no external knowledge whereas a β > 0 means the
security administrator estimates that before querying any dominant zone Zi, the average user of his
database knows the owner(s) of β parcels.
5.3.2 Potential Inference Channels from Denial of Access in Pr1
In the framework of multilevel database, Sandhu and Jajodia [SJ92] underlined the fact that a denial
of access provides the user with the information that the data s/he is trying to access is highly classified.
In the context of our application, if a user is denied an access then s/he can conclude that s/he is about
to break prohibition Pr1. If the user is trying to break Pr1 then s/he actually does not learn much from
the denial of access because Pr1 prohibits the aggregation of parcels in a region only, and the region
is public information; the security of QBA is independent of the disclosure of the regions. Therefore,
from the parcels s/he has accessed before the denial of access, s/he can simply verify that s/he has
queried too many parcels within a given region.
5.3.3 Potential Inference Channels from Denial of Access in Pr2
First of all, we should note that in order to be successful, an attacker trying to break Pr2 should already
know the approximate location of all the target entity’s parcels. Without this external knowledge, the
attacker would need to randomly select parcels from the entire database which is of course infeasible.
Nonetheless, we consider it as a probable attack and we shall address it. Let us assume that Bob
already knows the approximate location of all Alice’s parcels. We also assume that after several queries,
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Bob has identified several parcels belonging to Alice. If Bob is denied access to an additional parcel
then he can reasonably deduce that this parcel belongs to Alice. Returning “access denied" can even
be seen as worse than returning Alice’s name since it informs Bob that he has found the last parcel in
Alice’s list of parcels, if we consider β = 0.
One possible solution to prevent Bob from deducing that he has found the last parcel in Alice’s
parcels list is to increase the value of β. In that case, Bob would be denied access to Alice’s parcels
before finding the last parcel. However, there is no solution to prevent Bob from deducing from a
denial of access that he has found a parcel belonging to Alice.
Another possible solution would be to return a cover story instead of denying access. A cover story
is a lie introduced in the database in order to hide the existence of a sensitive data [CG99]. Cover
stories have mainly been used in the framework of military multilevel databases [Den+88]. In our
cadastral application, using a cover story would mean returning a fake owner for a given parcel. This
solution is of course unacceptable for an official online public cadastral application where answers to
queries have a legal value and have, therefore, to be trusted.
We propose another solution: we deny access to the remaining parcel and all its geographical
neighbors. In the same example of Alice and Bob, when Bob reaches the limit kl, we deny access to the
remaining parcel, namely p, and all parcels of its geographical zone (as defined for Pr1 in Definition 4).
This can be achieved by adding a special flag associated to every parcel in the database that would
be read during QBA control. When Bob reaches kl in any dominant zone, QBA control should set this
flag to true to the remaining parcel p and its geographical neighbors. Subsequently, when Bob tries to
access p or any of its geographical neighbors, access should be immediately denied. This flag should be
the first thing checked by QBA control.
This way, we increase the confusion for Bob, thus lowering his confidence in the inference by denial
of access from 1/1 (the case where only the remaining parcel is blocked) to 1/n, where n is the number
of parcels in the (Pr2) zone of p. This confidence can even be lowered by increasing the number of
blocked parcels by including 2nd degree neighbors of p too.
6 Choosing the Model’s Parameters
The responsibility of setting the values of the model’s parameters falls on the security administrator. We
have already discussed other parameters and their significance. α is used to anticipate variations in the
size of dominant zones. β is used to minimize the effect of inferences arising from QBA control itself
due to users’ a priori knowledge. β figures twice in equation 14, for kh and kl, and it should hold the
same value in both cases. Parameters of the resetting scheme t and T should be calibrated depending
on the expected traffic.
The parameters x, y and z cannot be assigned arbitrary values. For instance, x defines the level of
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collusion resistance per dominant zone Zi, therefore, x should always be strictly smaller than |Zi|, 13.
In Section 4.2 we argued that x should have the same value for all dominant zones.
Let us take the example of Figure 2, and let us consider, for the sake of argument, that this is our
complete cadastral database. We have two dominant zones: Z2 of size 3, and Z5 of size 5. If we want
this database to be 4-collusion resistant, then for Z2, kl = 1 and kh = 2; for Z5, kl = 1 and kh = 4.
Notice that this is the highest level (limit) of collusion resistance that could be attained on Z2: we either
give access to 1 parcel out of 3, or we deny access completely, which is not a desirable outcome for this
specific application. Therefore, the best solution is to fix x for the whole database: ∀p ∈ P, ∀Zi ∈ D(p)
where |Zi| 6 x, kl = 1, achieving (|Zi|− 1)-collusion resistance; the remaining dominant zones will be
x-collusion resistant.
Figure 3 shows for each point (π1, π2) the π2% of parcels in the database of Maupiti (y-axis) that
are attached to parcels of size 6 π1 (x-axis). The value of x (on the x-axis) could be less than or equal
to the average of dominant zone sizes in the database. It could even be set to the value of the mode 14
(or a value in between). If x was set to the average, then 66.41% of dominant zones will have less than
x-collusion resistance. If it was equal to the mode, then 32.82% of dominant zones will have less than
x-collusion resistance. Therefore, the security administrator should perform such an analysis for his
cadastral database. If s/he sets x too high (e.g. 10 for the cadaster of Maupiti), then the majority of







Figure 2: Example graph representing parcels
If we consider (x, y, z)-collusion resistance, then y is the number of parcels that are not under
collusion resistance in a z-region, therefore for a given parcel p, y < |R(p, z)|. Theoretically, y could
be distinct for every z-region. There is no implication on the security of the application. However,
distinctive y values means that it should be calculated for every z-region, which means Breadth-First
traversal should be used every time we want to know the new value of y, especially after a mutation
operation, and the resulting value should be stored in the database: performance and storage hits are
inevitable. Therefore, setting a global value for y is a more reasonable choice.
Practically, y can be lower than or equal to the average number of dominant zones (or mode) in
a z-region. Here, dominant zones show an advantage. Figure 7 on page 32 shows that the average
13If x = |Zi|, then any user would have access to 1 parcel in Zi at most. A coalition of |Zi| users can recover Zi
14The mode is the value that appears most in the dataset; the zone size that appears most in the database, in our case.
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Figure 3: Each point (π1, π2) shows the π2% of parcels in the database of Maupiti (y-axis) that are
attached to parcels of size 6 π1 (x-axis). For x = π1, x-collusion resistance will be ensured for 100 - π2
% parcels.
number of parcels in a z-region, for different values of z, changes less drastically for dominant zones
than for zones. This advantage is even clearer if we consider the maximum number of parcels that
could occur in a z-region. Indeed, the slope of maximum parcels in a dominant zones is close to that of
their average, and almost as smooth; the slope of maximum parcels in zones, on the other hand, is
very steep and jumps drastically especially for low values of z.
As for z, the security administrator should keep in mind that, in addition to its function in de-
termining the balance between data availability and data confidentiality, it determines the depth in
the Breadth-First traversal (to make the QBA control decision on a requested parcel p, we need to
calculate the new value of ydq for every dominant zone R(q, z), ∀q ∈ N(p, z)), which has a runtime
complexity of O(bz), where b is the branching factor (or the average number of neighbors per parcel).
Therefore, z should be > 1, and an assessment of available computational resources should be taken
into account to achieve the desired and most practical results. Here also, dominant zones present a
significant advantage over zones, in terms of runtime, as shown in Figure 6 (page 31) and discussed in
Section 9.2 (page 30).
Nevertheless, the security administrator and decision makers on this matter should test different
values—while taking into account these recommendations—to see for themselves the results of different
tunings and different combinations. In fact, the topology of the neighborhood graph changes from one
cadastral database to another, and it is mainly related to the geography of the place in question. It
could also be affected by economical or social factors. The graph of an ancient and continuously lived
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city like Byblos 15 differs significantly from that of a modern one like New York City, or a remote island
in the pacific like Maupiti. The topology will directly affect the availability of cadastral data, which
requires human intervention and judgement to get the best desired results.
7 Application to the Cadaster of French Polynesia
In this section we will describe the application of QBA control on the cadastral database of French
Polynesia. Indeed, we will talked about the desired workflow in Section 7.1. We will talk about
authentication, and how users should be using the system in Section 7.2. And finally, we will discuss
the decisions taken regarding the enforcement of Pr1 and Pr2 in Section 7.3.
7.1 Desired Workflow
Currently, in order to acquire information about any given parcel, a citizen of French Polynesia needs
to visit the facilities of the real-estate service of French Polynesia. There, s/he will stand in a queue
waiting for her/his turn, and then s/he will meet an employee who will recieve the citizen’s query. The
citizen needs to provide the requested parcel’s ID, or its address. Moreover, s/he can query multiple
parcels at the same time. The citizen needs not to provide any identification (no driver’s license, nor
passport, etc).
Once provided with the parcel’s ID or its address, the employee will perform a check on the query
itself, the number of requested parcels and the rate at which the citizen has been issuing queries: Is the
requested information classified? (e.g. owned by the military, the president, etc.). Is the citizen requesting
a lot of parcels? (e.g. the owners of a complete neighborhood). Has the citizen been asking for cadastral
excerpts regularly and in a suspicious manner?
Obviously, the employee is enforcing an internal policy constraining citizens’ requests. If the
employee accepts the request, the citizen must pay a fee before getting the excerpt of the requested
parcel(s).
There are two main issues with this workflow:
1. Citizens must be physically present at the real-estate service. This is especially problematic in
countries such as French Polynesia that are formed uniquely by archipelagos (118 islands and
atolls with an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of over 5 million km2. In comparison, Metropolitan
France’s EEZ is around 330 thousand km2 only).
2. Employees enforcing the service’s internal policy are themselves human, therefore error-prone.
Moreover, there is not a single employee, and they do change with time.
15The city of Jubayl in modern-day Lebanon, first occupied between 8800 and 7000 BC.
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The real-estate service wishes to make the cadastral database available online, making it easier for
citizens to acquire excerpts of parcels, while adapting the original workflow as follows:
1. A user is presented with a mapping interface where s/he has the option to select a single parcel.
2. Once selected, the user has the option to “preview" the parcel’s ownership information, as long as
this “preview" does not violate the service’s policies (namely Pr1 and Pr2).
3. If the preview was successful, the user can either cancel his order or proceed and place the order
for the excerpt where s/he is required to pay a predefined fee.
4. If the preview was not successful—due to the violation of either Pr1, Pr2, or both—the user can
still proceed and place the order for the excerpt and pay the required fee.
This “preview" feature acts as a guard for the user her/himself: online data can be out of date or
incorrect. Therefore, s/he can profit from this feature and withhold from paying any amount of money
if s/he judges that online information is not accurate. Pr1 and Pr2 are required to limit the abuse of
this feature.
7.2 Authentication
Our model is secure with “strong" authentication. By “strong" authentication we mean a mechanism
that could efficiently tie the physical identity of a user to his virtual one, so s/he could not create
multiple identities on the system to circumvent the security policy. This is known in the literature as
the “Sybil Attack" [Dou02].
However QBA control in the context of this cadastral application is only preventive as we previously
showed. The service explicitly mentioned that any form of “strong" authentication is unnecessary and
might discourage users from using the service, especially that: 1) Access to the internet on small islands
is available uniquely through municipalities, and users are not necessarily tech-savvy. 2) They want to
replicate the current workflow found at their offices, and they want to keep no record that identifies
the user explicitly, just like the physical process. Users, for such workflows, can be authenticated with
their IP addresses, which seems to be sufficient—from the service’s point of view—to enforce QBA and
manage collusions. It follows that collusion resistance is also meant to prevent users from constantly
changing their IP addresses (e.g. disconnecting their ADSL modem then reconnecting it) to circumvent
QBA control. Collusion resistance is used to deter casual attackers, not serious ones.
Notice that the goal is not anonymous authentication. Indeed, users of the cadastral application
can be traced on the online application using indirect identifiers, if needed (e.g. through browser
cookies). The cadastral database holds information about people, and abusers of the application should
be traceable in case tracing is needed (e.g. court order on legal action). Indeed, the real-estate service
does not have the right to ask for identification when a person asks for a cadastral excerpt–at their
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facilities or online–but they have security cameras in their offices, and employees and other people in
the building can act as eye witnesses that could possibly re-identify a person if there is a need for it.
7.3 Pr1, Pr2 or Both?
The security policy as defined by the real-estate service states that both Pr1 and Pr2 should be applied
in conjunction.
Pr1 is applicable directly to the whole database. Since French Polynesia is constituted of islands,
the real-estate service has the advantage of analyzing and fine tuning QBA control for every island
if it wishes to do so. Although tedious, the choice of parameters x, y and z (and α, t and T) for
(x, y, z)-collusion resistance can be done independently for every island, taking into consideration the
nature of every island 16, its economic and social importance 17, etc.
However, Pr2 is problematic. We cannot know the number of parcels owned by multiple legal
entities. In fact, parcels with multiple owners are registered as if they have a single owner. Ownership
information in the database is not, currently, in a format that distinguishes and/or groups legal entities
in a meaningful and consistant manner. For example, a married couple where each one owns a parcel
outside marriage and share the ownership of a third will be identified in the database as 3 separate
owners, with no links to tie them. This is not the case for the cadaster of France, for example, where
every person is registered separately and relationships between people is present. If we take the same
example of the married couple, in France, they would be identified as 2 separate owners—instead of
3—where everyone owns a parcel separately and they both share the ownership of a third.
Even if the real-estate service wishes to implement Pr2 on the current database, the best level of
collusion resistance that could be achieved is x-collusion resistance, because of the second reason we
previously mentioned. Currently, there is no social graph in the cadastral database of French Polynesia,
which is a prerequisite to (x, y, z)-collusion resistance.
8 Prototype
In this section we will describe our prototype. Please bear in mind that our prototype is only a “proof-of-
concept" for QBA control itself, not a prototype of the production application desired by the real-estate
service.
The IT department has provided us with a database to test our model and algorithms (that of the
island of Maupiti). We have implemented Pr1 only for two main reasons:
1. All owners in the cadastral database of Maupiti own a single parcel.
16Is it an island? An islet? A reef islet?
17Economic and social importance can be used as general indicators of expected traffic
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2. Information about families is not currently available in a format that allows direct analysis
regarding the advantages and disadvantages of dominant zones for Pr2.
It would be tempting to synthesize data about owners in order to simulate Pr2, but any conclusions
drawn from the results would be largely affected by the underlying assumptions: What is the average
amount of parcels owned by a single person? Is it the same for rural areas as for urban ones? How
likely is it to have neighboring parcels belonging to two different yet socially related persons? What
are the different kinds of social relationships that we are considering? etc.
We used PostgreSQL 9 to implement QBA control: all QBA control procedures were written in
PL/SQL. The polygons that represent the parcels are in GeoJSON and rendered by the client using
LeafletJS. The server is written entirely in Java 1.7 . It serves two main functions: 1. serve the UI for
the user, through static content (html and js files), and 2. serve the capacity to query the database,
through HTTP APIs. .
The prototype should be normally accessible from http://webgis.upf.pf:8080. We only set
up the parameter x = 2 of (x, y, z)-collusion resistance, and the user can chose his desired values for y
and z from the user interface (Figure 4a). Once done, the user is presented with two instances of our
map previewer.
Parcels are colored in blue and their borders are marked with a white dashed line, as shown in
Figure 4b. The user can choose, from the upper right corner, to display the neighborhood graph. It is
only used for display. When a user hovers over a parcel, the dominant zone is highlighted in green,
as shown in Figure 4c. In this example, the user had the mouse over the parcel marked with X; its
dominant zone is marked with O. Additional information about the parcel are shown in the upper right
box (e.g. parcel ID, surface area).
(a) Entering simulation parame-
ters
(b) Part of the cadastral database
of Maupiti with the graph plotted
on top
(c) Part of the cadastral database
of Maupiti showing information
when hovering over a parcel
Figure 4: The user interface
When a user clicks on a parcel, an asynchronous call to our APIs will be executed. In case access
was granted, a popup above the parcel containing ownership information is showed, and the parcel
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turns green (Figure 5a).
If access was denied because the (simulated) user reached the limit kh in a given dominant zone, a
popup saying “Access Denied" is shown above the requested parcel. Its color turns to red (Figure 5b).
If access was denied because the disclosure of ownership information of the requested parcel
might cause one or multiple regions to surpass the allowed value of y, then a message saying “Access
Denied: ERROR Reached y" is shown in a popup above the selected parcel. Its color turns into red too.
Moreover, borders of dominant zones where the value of y might surpass the limit turn into deep red
too (Figure 5c).
(a) Access Granted (b) Access Denied: the Limit KH is
Reached
(c) Access Denied: the Limit y is
Reached and Borders of Dominant
Zones that Risk Surpassing y are
Highlighted
Figure 5: Different Results of QBA Enforcement
It is worth mentioning that the database we received from the GIS department of French Polynesia
contains original information about Maupiti’s parcel owners. Due to confidentiality agreements, we
eliminated every trace of information that could relate to the original owners: all names were deleted
and every parcel has one fake owner.
9 Experiments
In the following, we will describe our experience in implementing QBA control for the cadastral
database of Maupiti. In Section 9.1, we will discuss approaches we described in prior work, in terms of
the model itself, and the algorithms used to enforce QBA. In Section 9.2, we will show, experimentally,




We tackled QBA problems in the cadastral database in an earlier work [AGC13]. Initially, we did not
use dominant zones. QBA control was enforced on zones uniquely. We also defined different levels of
collusion resistance (x-, (x, y)- and (x, y, z)-collusion resistance) to prevent users from colluding and
bypassing Pr1 and/or Pr2. Our approach to implement these levels required tracking the query history
of every user. This history was used to track collusions on the user level, i.e. maintaining lists of who is





) space to maintain the list of colluding users, while
searching for a potential collusion on a single parcel level was an exhaustive search requiring O(xn)
time, where u is the number of users in the system, n is the number of users who has accessed a parcel,
and x is the value from x-, (x, y)- or (x, y, z)-collusion resistance. In addition, this implementation was
described in terms of a graph database.
The work presented in [AGC14a] provided an alternative and more efficient implementation, using
the same model, namely with zones only. In this second implementation, we were not tracking any
collusion in the first place. Indeed, we were defining the number of accessible parcels in a region (Pr1)
or belonging to a given family (Pr2) beforehand and then simply counting the number of actually
accessed parcels and making sure it does not exceed a given threshold. We also dropped a level of
collusion resistance, namely (x, y)-collusion resistance, and changed some definitions in order to gain
performance enhancements without compromising their security properties. Moreover, our solution
was described in the relational model, facilitating the integration with the existing cadastral database
of French Polynesia.
For more information about the performance of the QBA enforcement algorithm, with zones only,
the reader is invited to read [AGC14a]. Dominant zones were introduced later [AGC14b] to achieve
more availability. The reader is invited to read [AGC14b] for more information about the experiments
on availability comparing zones only and dominant zones. In this section, we will compare zones to
two different implementations of dominant zones, performance-wise.
All of our experiments were run on a MacBook Air (5,2) with an Intel Core i5 1.8 GHz CPU (2
cores), 4 GB of RAM and 128 GB SSD.
9.2 Comparing Zones and Dominant Zones
In this section we will show how the enforcement of QBA control on “dominant zones" instead of “zones"
only is beneficial. Figure 6 compares the execution time of (x, y, z)-collusion resistance for zones and
dominant zones. Figure 6a shows the execution time of the two different implementations for y = 3
and for different values of z. Figure 6b does the same thing but for y = 4. These results are valid for
other values of y, but we chose to reduce it to two examples for clarity.
Figures 6a and 6b are the results of the following experiment: we chose 300 random parcels out of
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960 from the database of Maupiti. For every algorithm, for different values of y and z (3 to 4, and 2
to 6, respectively), we clear all stored history of the database. Afterwards we create 100 users, make
them access selected parcels in the same order, and we calculate the average time of this traversal.
























(a) Execution time for y = 3
























(b) Execution time for y = 4
Figure 6: Execution time of (x, y, z)-collusion resistance for 2 values of y (3 and 4 for Figures 6a and 6b
respectively)
Let us now compare the zone and dominant zone implementations. The first impression is puzzling:
on one hand QBA enforcement performs better with zones, especially for low values of z, and on
the other hand performance under zones accelerate exponentially, and is inferior to the one under
dominant zones for higher values of z. These figures are puzzling especially that both implementations
use almost the same algorithms for QBA enforcement. The explanation for both results lies in the part
where we need to retrieve the z-region of the requested parcel.
Indeed, the performance hit we see for low values of z when performing QBA control on dominant
zones is due to the fact that we need to extract extra-information (when compared to zones): QBA
control on dominant zones need to do the extra step of fetching dominant zones of a requested parcel
p. However, the number of dominant zones considered when updating user access history is far lower
than the number of zones for big values of z; i.e. D(p) ⊆ Z(p), and the zone implementation has to
update user access history for all Zi ∈ Z(p), while the dominant zone implementation will have to
update all Zj ∈ D(p), which guarantees that the snowball effect will make the difference in the numbers
of zones to consider greater as z increases.
Figure 7 shows both average and maximum number of parcels returned by BFS for both zones
and dominant zones while updating user access history. As it is clear in this figure, the average and
maximum number of parcels that could be returned for dominant zones is far lower and does not
experience dramatic jumps like the case for zone.
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Which means that we gain on performance on the expense of storage (more storage is needed when
compared to zones only). This gain in performance is not exclusive to the QBA enforcement algorithm.
We also gain performance on mutation operations: every time a parcel is mutated (merge/split), all
counters should be re-calculated per user per zone or dominant zone.

























Figure 7: Comparison of the number of zones to consider while updating user access history as a
function of z
10 State of The Art
The most relevant work is that of Motro, Marks and Jajodia [MMJ94] (MMJ). They developed a model
to handle QBA in relational databases. The first key difference between their work and ours is in the
hypothesis. They provide a model for QBA control where a user can execute “arbitrary queries”, i.e. a
user can select and project tuples from a phonebook relation on any set of attributes he desires, while
we only consider single queries selecting a single tuple (point and click). Their approach relies on:
1) intercepting user queries, 2) modifying the query so it would return “fresh" tuples (not previously
queried by the user), and finally 3) checking if the result of that query would add up the disclosed
number of tuples to more than k out of n entries. Their work was developed 20 years ago, and although
they have extended their work [MMJ96] to include multi-query attacks (i.e. Join and Complementary
queries), the model lacks a lot of advanced features needed in our case, most notably: 1) Collusion
resistance, 2) Dynamic setting: where the complete database is subject to continuous updates, and
3) Resetting access after a period of time: in MMJ’s model, access to individual entries is not recorded
which turns the issue of resetting access problematic: (a) If we want to “release access" to entries from
oldest to newest, tracking access to individual records is imperative, (b) Shall we track the newest
access to the phonebook only? If so, we can associate a timestamp to the phonebook instead of each
entry in the phonebook and update it to the most recent date it was accessed. This way, the resetting
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strategy changes altogether, but the question now is “is such a resetting strategy desirable?". It was not
clear for us how these features would be incorporated in their model.
Hinke [Hin88] identifies 2 types of aggregation problems: 1) Cardinality aggregation, and 2) in-
ference aggregation; the former is what we now call QBA and the latter is the “classical" inference
problem. He argues that both cardinality aggregation and inference aggregation are subclasses of the
aggregation problem. He did not work on the cardinality aggregation problem because he noted that
“[the inference aggregation problem] appear to be more tractable. With cardinality aggregation, it is not
always clear why ‘n’ elements of a set, such as a phonebook, are classified at one level, while ‘M’ elements
are less classified, where cardinality of N > cardinality of M". Indeed, the phonebook example does not
induce any special interest, which was apparent while surveying the literature.
The work of Lunt [Lun89] analyses inference and aggregation problems found in multilevel
relational databases. She classifies some problems as inference problems and not true aggregation
ones, and shows how inference problems can be remedied using proper database design. According to
Lunt, the inference problem arises whenever some data x can be used to derive partial or complete
information about some other data y, where y is classified higher than x. The aggregation problem
arises whenever some collection of facts has a classification strictly greater than that of the individual
facts forming the aggregate. To qualify as an aggregation problem, it must be the case that the aggregate
class strictly dominates the class of every subset of the aggregate. Under aggregation problems, she
identified quantity-based aggregations (known earlier as cardinality aggregations). A QBA problem
occurs whenever a collection of up to k items of a given type is not sensitive, but a collection of greater
than k items is sensitive (in the original work she used n). Lunt’s definitions are the basis of the
definitions we present in Section 3.
Jajodia and Meadows [JM95] give another definition of inference problems while surveying the
literature on inference control problems in multilevel secure databases. They first introduce the notion
of an inference channel, which is a mean by which one can infer data classified at a high level from
data classified at a low level. The inference problem is the problem of detecting and removing inference
channels. At the end of their paper, they briefly talked about aggregation problems and mentioned that
they are similar to inference problems but not identical. They also showed how different strategies
could be adopted to control different aggregation problems. They gave the following definition of
aggregation problems: The aggregation problem exists when the aggregate of two or more data items
is classified at a level higher than the least upper bound of the classification of the individual items.
While this definition is correct, we think that it is less accurate than than the ones given by Lunt or in
this work; they do not make the distinction between -what we call- the general aggregation problem
and the quantity-based aggregation problem.
Bewer and Nash [BN] presented the Chinese-Wall policy and presented a mathematical theory to
implement such a policy. They might be the first to identify a real-world aggregation problem. In fact,
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the main motivation for the work was to prevent a user from aggregating knowledge in a domain that
would help him learn sensitive information and conduct malicious behavior. However, this approach is
very basic in terms of aggregation control. The policy doesn’t allow controlling the limit on the number
of requested datasets in a single conflict of interest class. The limit is always one dataset per class.
Moreover, it doesn’t say anything about a single dataset falling in several conflict of interest classes.
Collusion is not treated at all, but the main ideas that could be taken from the paper are the following:
1) Their policy provide mandatory access control while always preserving free choice: (a) A user has
the right to access any dataset in the same conflict of interest class, (b) User’s query behavior decides
the set of available datasets and the set of prohibited ones, and 2) Any system implementing such
policies should track user’s history.
In a different work, Meadows [Mea90] give another definition of the aggregation problem and she
says that aggregation issues arise in database security when two or more data items are considered
more sensitive together than they are separately. She extended the Bewer-Nash model in order to
generalize it to multilevel databases. She presents a formal model that is able to handle the Chinese-
Wall security policy and other types of aggregation problems. In her model, every object is assigned a
security level. Aggregates are assigned a security level too. A security lattice is created from security
level labels on objects. Then she defines rules of information flow: a user with a given clearance level
can only have access to aggregates of the same or lower level. Her work requires storing the complete
access history of every user. It is best suited for environment where MLS is required, i.e. where different
objects of different security levels form an aggregate with an even higher security level. Collusion is
not treated at all.
Cuppens [Cup91] studied the aggregation problem in multilevel databases and proposed a model
based on modal logic. In fact, the author starts by proposing his model then shows how it could be
instantiated to traditional multilevel security without aggregation. Then he shows how to express the
aggregation problem, as presented by Meadows [Mea90], using this modal logic. Cuppens notes that
“[in order] to control the aggregation problem, the system must also keep track of the aggregate of all
datasets that have previously been accessed by a subject", which is an observation that we share too, for
the general aggregation and QBA problems, but the work of Cuppens covers the general aggregation
problem only.
We would like to mention the work of Foley [Fol91; Fol92] that addresses the aggregation problem
with information flow policies. In fact, Foley described a unified framework for information flow control
that takes into consideration the (general) aggregation problem as presented by Brewer and Nash, and
further developed by Meadows, and subsequent works. QBA was not addressed.
Staddon [Sta03] presented in her paper a dynamic inference control scheme that does not depend
(directly) on user query history, which implies fast processing time, and ensures a crowd-control
property: a strong collusion resistance property that not only prevents c collaborating users (where c
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is the degree of collusion-resistance) from issuing complementary queries to complete an inference
channel, but also guarantees “if a large number of users have queried all but one of the objects in an
inference channel, then no one will be able to query the remaining object regardless of the level of collusion
resistance provided by the scheme". c-collusion resistance is not desirable in QBA control because it
implies that at least one object out of n can never be read by any user.
Chen and Wei [CW05] extended the work of Staddon on dynamic inference control. They have
described 2 schemes that prove to be more efficient than Staddon’s which is due to their key allocation
scheme. Then they present a third scheme that is resilient to what they call a “block an object" attack
where a malicious user can exhaust a channel therefore blocking access to the last object for all other
database users. Their first 2 schemes can prevent an arbitrary number of collusion, unlike Staddon’s,
which is c-collusion resistant. The third one guarantees a minimum collusion resistance against c
users. The important thing to take from this paper is what they noticed about blocking users and how
effectively a time-based key-refreshing scheme should be enforced to prevent not only “block an object"
attacks, but also blocking users on a set of accessible objects, which might render the application useless
after a given period of time. The problem with such schemes (Staddon and Chen-Wei), other than
objects shared among multiple channels, is channel’s length itself. It is never clear how channels with
varying lengths would be treated, which is very important in a real-life application such as the cadastral
database that is subject to daily updates. Not to mention that the method may suffer potential inferences
by denial of access. There is no clear solution for such cases. Furthermore, they do not mention external
knowledge and how would a security administrator limit inferences by external knowledge; maybe
the parameter t they describe in the third scheme can work as a parameter controlling additional
inferences from external knowledge.
Bezzi et al. [Bez+10; Bez+12] also treated QBA. Their goal was to prevent statistical inferences.
As a matter of fact, they consider that the distribution of soldier’s age in a military location can allow
inferring the nature of a location itself, whether it is a headquarter or a training campus. Therefore
their goal is to perform a k out of n disclosure control such that the distribution of these k records does
not resemble the distribution of the sensitive information.
11 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented two distinct, yet similar, QBA problems. The goal was to publish the
cadastral database of French Polynesia while enforcing two prohibitions (the QBA problems), namely
Pr1 and Pr2. We explained the legislative point of view on the subject. Since cadastral data contain
personal information, the law imposes some restrictions on its online publication. These restrictions
are expressed in Pr1 and Pr2
Afterwards we presented our model: how to enforce Pr1 and Pr2. We introduce different concepts
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like zones, dominant zones and regions, then we tackle the subject of collusion: when multiple users
collaborate to circumvent any of the prohibitions.
We also tackled additional aspects that should be handled when using QBA control: 1) mutations,
which are updates in the cadaster, and how to properly handle them 2) how to reset access to regions
after a period of time 3) how to anticipate inference channels that could arise from QBA enforcement
itself due to users’ background knowledge or a denial of access.
We showed that a successful publication of cadastral data requires serious fine-tuning by the
database administrator: x, y, and z should be carefully chosen until s/he gets what s/he evaluates
as the best compromise between 1) data availability and its confidentiality, and 2) computational
resources and traffic.
Throughout the paper, the discussion on QBA control was general, and could be applied to any
cadastral database. We dedicated a section that talked about specific aspects of the application of
QBA control to the French Polynesian cadaster, namely the current physical process of “cadastral
excerpt requests" and how the real-estate services intends to keep as much as possible of the workflow
when developing the online application. In that context, we showed how, for the service, a basic
authentication scheme (e.g. based on IP addresses) is sufficient.
Additionally, we presented our prototype that is currently accessible online. We also showed
performance benchmarks for the developed algorithms: how and why dominant zones are advantageous
in terms of performance, when compared to the use of zones only.
Currently, we are in the beginning stages of the implementation of a production-ready web applica-
tion that will be at the disposal of the public, in partnership with the real-estate service and IT service
of French Polynesia, and a third-party—a renowned company in GIS development.
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